Abstract. A special instance of the algebraic Riccati equation XCX − XE − AX + B = 0 where the n × n matrix coefficients A, B, C, E are rank structured matrices is considered. Relying on the structural properties of Cauchy-like matrices, an algorithm is designed for performing the customary Newton iteration in O(n 2 ) arithmetic operations (ops). The same technique is used to reduce the cost of the algorithm proposed by L.-Z. Lu in [Numer. Linear Algebra Appl., 12 (2005), pp. 191-200] from O(n 3 ) to O(n 2 ) ops still preserving quadratic convergence in the generic case. As a byproduct we show that the latter algorithm is closely related to the customary Newton method by simple formal relations.
1. Introduction. Consider the following nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equation (NARE) arising in transport theory:
where A, B, C, E ∈ R n×n are given by The matrices and vectors above depend on the parameters 0 < c 1, 0 α < 1 and on the sequences 0 < ω n < . . . < ω 2 < ω 1 < 1 and c i > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, such that i c i = 1. For more details and for the physical meaning of these parameters, we refer the reader to [14] and to the references therein. The solution of interest is the minimal positive one, which exists as proved by J. Juang and W.-W. Lin in [14] .
It was shown by C.-H. Guo [6] that this equation falls in the class of nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equations associated with a nonsingular M -matrix or a singular irreducible M -matrix, in fact arranging the coefficients as
yields an M -matrix. For this class of algebraic Riccati equations, several suitable algorithms exist for computing the minimal positive solution: the Newton method [11] , the Logarithmic and Cyclic Reduction [2, 7] and the Structure-preserving Doubling Algorithm [10, 12] . All these algorithms share the same order of complexity, that is, O(n 3 ) arithmetic operations (ops) per step, and provide quadratic convergence.
Observing that the equation (1.1) is defined by a linear number of parameters, it is quite natural to aim to design algorithms which exploit the structure of the matrices and thus have a cost of order lower than O(n 3 ) ops. A step in this direction has been done by L.-Z. Lu [16] who has designed a vector iteration whose limit allows one to easily recover the solution. The iteration has a computational cost of O(n 2 ) ops per step and converges linearly for α = 0 or c = 1. The linear convergence is a drawback since the algorithm in many cases needs a large number of iterations to converge and it is outperformed by algorithms with quadratic convergence and O(n 3 ) ops. In fact, the same author in [15] proposes a mixed algorithm to speed up the computation. The algorithm starts with the linear iteration of complexity O(n 2 ) and switches to a quadratically convergent one, of complexity O(n 3 ), when some conditions are satisfied. In this paper we consider the customary Newton method applied to (1.1). By exploiting the rank structure of the matrix coefficients, we design an algorithm for performing the Newton step in O(n 2 ) ops. The new approach relies on a suitable modification of the fast LU factorization algorithm for Cauchy-like matrices proposed by I. Gohberg, T. Kailath and V. Olshevsky in [4] .
The same idea is applied to implement the quadratically convergent iteration of L.-Z. Lu [15] by an algorithm with cost O(n 2 ) ops. We also provide formal relations between the sequences generated by Lu's and Newton's iteration which enable one to deduce the convergence of Lu's algorithm directly from the well-known properties of Newton's method.
In the critical but still important case where the Jacobian at the solution is singular, the convergence of Newton's (and therefore Lu's) iteration turns to linear; also the mixed iteration proposed in [15] loses its quadratic convergence while the iteration of [16] converges sublinearly.
In this case, which is encountered when α = 0, c = 1, we can get rid of the singularity of the Jacobian and consequently of all the above mentioned drawbacks. The idea is to apply the shift technique originally introduced by C. He, B. Meini and N.H. Rhee [13] and used in the framework of Riccati equations by C.-H. Guo, B. Iannazzo, and B. Meini in [9] and by C.-H. Guo [7] . With this technique, we replace the original Riccati equation with a new one having the same minimal solution as the original equation (1.1) but where the singularity of the Jacobian is removed. We prove that the matrix coefficients of the new equation share the same rank structure properties of the coefficients of (1.1). This enables us to design a fast Newton iteration which preserves the quadratic convergence and keeps the same O(n 2 ) complexity even in the critical case.
As a byproduct of this analysis, we find that the approximation to the minimal solution of (1.1) that we compute from the "shifted" equation is much more accurate than the one obtained by applying the algorithm to the original equation. More precisely, it has been shown by C.-H. Guo and N. Higham [8] that in order to achieve high accuracy it is necessary to use the singularity of M in the design of algorithms, otherwise, we can only expect to achieve an accuracy of O( √ ε), where ε is the machine precision. With the use of the shift technique [9] , the information on the singularity of M is plugged into the algorithm and we may achieve full accuracy in the approximation as confirmed by the numerical experiments. The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries presented in Section 2, we show in Section 3 how to reduce one step of Newton's iteration for (1.1) to the solution of a linear system with a structured matrix and in Section 4 we deal with the problem of solving such a system in O(n 2 ) ops. In Section 5 we show that the iteration proposed by L.-Z. Lu [15] shares the same displacement structure and thus its complexity can be reduced to O(n 2 ) as well, and we exploit the connection between it and the Newton iteration. In Section 6 we deal with the critical case where the Jacobian is singular, by using the shift technique. In Section 7 we address the main numerical stability issues, and in Section 8 we present some numerical examples.
From the experiments performed so far, our method turns out to be much faster and accurate than the existing methods. Finally, in Section 9, we discuss some possible generalizations of this algorithm together with some research lines.
Preliminaries.
A basic tool which we use is the concept of Cauchy-like matrix [4] . A matrix C = (c ij ) i,j=1,...,n is called Cauchy-like if its elements are of the form c ij = uivj ri−sj for some constants u i , v i , r i , s i , i = 1, . . . , n such that r i = s j for each i, j. If we define R = diag(r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n ) and S = diag(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ), we have
The operator C → RC − CS is called displacement operator, and u, v T are called the generators of C. Generalizing, if there exist two diagonal matrices R, S such that RC − CS has rank r, we say that C has displacement rank r. When r is small with respect to the size of C, C is called a generalized Cauchy-like matrix with respect to the pair (R, S).
Note that, using (1.2), the equation (1.1) can be rewritten as
therefore any solution X is Cauchy-like with respect to (∆, −D) and its generators are u = Xq + e and v T = e T + q T X. We will also need some basic facts on M -matrices. A matrix A = (a i,j ) ∈ R n×n is called a Z-matrix if a ij 0 for all i = j. A Z-matrix A is called an M -matrix if there exists a nonnegative matrix B with spectral radius ρ(B) = r such that A = cI n − B and r c, where I n is the identity matrix of order n.
The following results are well-known and can be found in [1] . Lemma 2. Here and hereafter, inequalities on matrices and vectors are used in the componentwise sense.
Another useful tool is the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury (SMW) matrix identity [5, p. 50].
Lemma 2.3 (Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula). Let D ∈ R
n×n and C ∈ R k×k be nonsingular, and
U is nonsingular, and it holds that
The following lemma relates the SMW formula and M -matrices. Lemma 2.4. Let D, C, U, V be real matrices satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3, with D and C diagonal and D, C, U, V 0. Then, D − U CV is a (nonsingular) M -matrix if and only if
and since all terms on the right-hand side are nonnegative, one has (D − U CV ) −1 > 0, and using Lemma 2.1 one achieves the proof; the converse is analogous. By a continuity argument, the result can be extended to singular M -matrices.
3. Newton's method. Newton's iteration applied to (1.1), for a suitable initial value X (0) , generates the matrix sequence {X (k) } defined by the solution of the Sylvester equation [11] (
where R(X) = XCX − XE − AX + B is the Riccati operator. Using the Kronecker product notation, this can be written as
where the vec operator stacks the columns of a matrix one above the other to form a single vector. Thus Newton's iteration is well-defined when the matrix
With abuse of notation, we call the matrix M X the Jacobian matrix at X, in fact it is the Jacobian matrix of the vector function − vec •R • vec −1 at vec(X). The following result, proved in [8] by C.-W. Guo and N. Higham, provides sufficient conditions for the convergence of the Newton method.
Theorem 3.1. Let
be a nonsingular M -matrix or a irreducible singular M -matrix and X (0) = 0. Then Newton's iteration (3.1) is well-defined and the sequence {X (k) } converges monotonically to the minimal positive solution of the NARE (1.1). Moreover, the Jacobian matrix
2 is a nonsingular M -matrix for all k 0.
Note that the problem stated in equation (1.2) satisfies the hypotheses of the previous theorem: in fact we have
and by Lemma 2.4 M is an M -matrix if and only if
which reduces to
in view of (1.3). This fact was observed also in [6] .
In the following, we will consider a slightly more general case; i.e., when the matrix M is a generic diagonal plus rank-one matrix. Hence, equation (1.2) becomes
where e, q, e, q are any nonnegative vectors such that M , as defined in (3.1), is a nonsingular M -matrix or a singular irreducible M -matrix. Such generalization will prove useful when dealing with the critical case.
Observe that Newton's iteration for the coefficients of (1.1) defined in (3.4) can be rewritten as .5) i.e., X (k+1) is a generalized Cauchy-like matrix with displacement rank 2. This property holds for all the iterates X (k) , k 1 of Newton's method obtained with any starting matrix X (0) . The Jacobian at X (k) , in Kronecker product notation, takes the form
2 , the inversion of M X (k) can be reduced to the inversion of a 2n × 2n matrix using the SMW formula:
This provides a new algorithm for implementing the Newton step, denoted by Algorithm 1, which relies on the function fast solve for the fast solution of the system
allow one to compute the remaining products in O(n 2 ) as well. Therefore the overall cost of Algorithm 1 is O(n 2 ).
4. Fast Gaussian elimination for Cauchy-like matrices. We now address the problem of solving the linear system (3.9) given the vector b and the vectors q, u
First note that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 R (k) is a nonsingular Mmatrix by Lemma 2.4 applied to the nonsingular M -matrix M X (k) of (3.7). Carrying out the products in (4.1) yields
Thus G (k) and L (k) are diagonal, and H (k) and K (k) are Cauchy-like. Their displacement equations are
Partition
where
and S (k) are nonsingular as they are a principal submatrix and the Schur complement of a nonsingular M -matrix, respectively. Moreover, S (k) enjoys the following displacement structure
This can be easily proved since D,
all commute because they are diagonal, in fact,
Thus S (k) is a generalized Cauchy-like matrix with displacement rank 2 with respect to the singular operator DS
We can use this property to develop an ad-hoc variation of the Gohberg-Kailath-Olshevsky (GKO) algorithm for the fast LU factorization of matrices with displacement structure [4] . The GKO algorithm, for a generalized Cauchy-like matrix S with generators M 1 and N 1 , essentially goes on as follows (ignoring pivoting for the sake of simplicity):
1. From the generators M 1 , N 1 of
such that DS − SD − M 
3. Apply the algorithm recursively to compute the LU factorization L 2 U 2 of the Schur complement S 2 − l1u1 d1 ; then reconstruct the factors
The problem in our context is that d 1 cannot be retrieved from the generators, due to the singularity of the operator S → DS − SD. In fact, it is easy to see that the null space of DS − SD is the set of all diagonal matrices. Thus, we need a different method to compute and update the diagonal elements of S through the LU factorization. Our approach consists in storing the main diagonal of S in a vector s, and updating it at each step of the Gaussian elimination as if we were performing a customary (non structured) Gaussian elimination. This can be achieved at the general step k by using the relation S ii ← S ii − L ik U ki . Since we only have to update n elements at each step, the overhead of updating the diagonal is O(n 2 ), and thus the complete algorithm requires O(n 2 ) ops. A simple implementation, which includes partial pivoting, is given in Algorithm 2 and requires 10n 2 ops. 5. Lu's iteration. L.-Z. Lu [15] proposed a different approach for solving the Riccati equation (1.1) when the coefficients are in the form (3.4). The idea is applying Newton's iteration to an equation involving the displacement generators u = X q + e and v = X T q + e of the solution X. His algorithm can be expressed as the following
s t r a c k o f t h e rows a l r e a d y t a k e n as p i v o t s
starting from u (−1) = v (−1) = 0 (as we will see later on, indexing from k = −1 will simplify the subsequent analysis). Here R (k) , H (k) and K (k) are defined as
which are, formally, the same relations as in (4.2) and (4.3). As a first result, since both algorithms are based on the solution of a system with the same structure, we obtain that Algorithm 2 can also be used in the implementation of Lu's iteration to reduce its computational cost to O(n 2 ). But there is a deeper connection between the two algorithms.
be the sequences generated by Lu's algorithm for the NARE (3.4), and let {X (k) }, k 0 be the sequence generated by Newton's iteration with starting point X (0) = 0 for the same problem. Then, for all k 0, one has
Proof. We will prove the result by induction over k. It is easy to check from the definitions that R (−1) = I 2n , and thus u (0) = e, v (0) = e; therefore the base step k = 0 holds. As a side note, this means that we can save an iteration by starting the computation from u (0) = e, v (0) = e. Assuming by induction that
, we find that equations (4.3) and (5.2) define the same matrices; therefore, from now on, we will drop the superscript (k) and the hat symbol to ease the notation.
We have
in view of the relations
which can be easily verified from the definitions of D, G and L, where V is the matrix defined in (3.6).
Applying the operator V to both sides of (3.2) yields
4) where the last equation holds since
e − Hu e − Kv (the latter one being Lu's iteration). Now we can explicitly compute
and substitute it into (5.4) to get
Finally, using the definition of V in (3.6), we find that
and thus u k+1 = X (k+1) q + e, v k+1 = X (k+1)T q + e. The theorem brings deeper insight into Newton's and Lu's iterations. For example, Theorem 6 of [15] , which states that Lu's iteration is well-defined and converges monotonically to the minimal solution of the NARE, can now be seen as a special case of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, Lu's iteration can be viewed as a structured Newton's iteration exploiting the displacement structure found in (3.5) . Therefore, the two algorithms take the same number of iterations to converge, as the computation they perform is the same. Observe also that the Lu version of this algorithm is slightly faster, since it updates only the 2n generators of the matrix {X (k) } instead of all the n 2 entries. For this reason, we will only present numerical results regarding Lu's iteration.
Shift technique.
In the case where (c, α) = (1, 0), the Jacobian M X appearing in the Newton iteration is singular when X is the solution of the NARE. We refer to this as the critical case. Several drawbacks are encountered in the critical case, see the analysis of C.-H. Guo and N. Higham in [8] for more details. The singularity of the Jacobian does not guarantee the quadratic convergence of Newton's iteration, in fact, Newton's and therefore Lu's method converge linearly. Moreover, a perturbation O(ε) in the coefficients of the equation leads to an O( √ ε) variation in the solution.
These drawbacks can be easily removed by means of the shift technique originally introduced be He, Meini and Rhee in [13] and applied to Riccati equations in [9] and [2] .
thus by part 1 of Lemma 2.1 M is an M -matrix.
In this way, Newton's iteration applied to equation (6.2) provides a quadratically convergent algorithm of complexity O(n 2 ) for solving the Riccati equation (1.1) in the critical case. Moreover, since the singularity has been removed, it is expected that X, as minimal solution of (6.2), is better conditioned than with respect to the coefficients of (1.1), and that a higher precision can be reached in the computed solution. This fact is confirmed by the numerical experiments as shown in Section 8 7. Numerical stability. Our first concern about numerical stability is proving that the matrix
resulting after the application of the SMW formula to the Jacobian D − U (k) V is well-conditioned whenever the Jacobian is. In the following analysis, we will assume that the norm (
is bounded, and we will drop the superscripts (k) to simplify the notation.
Observe that 0 D
therefore B is an M -matrix and is well-conditioned. Now, R = I − V D −1 U is the Schur complement of D in B, and thus R −1 is a submatrix of B −1 [5] . This implies R
, hence R is well-conditioned, too. Another stability problem could arise from the generators growth during the fast Gaussian elimination step. Generators growth has been reported in some cases with the GKO algorithm [17] , especially when the starting generators are ill-conditioned. This is not our case, since the starting generators are bounded, and no significant generator growth has been observed during our experiments.
Numerical experiments.
We consider the numerical examples suggested by L.-Z. Lu [15] . The sequences ω i and c i , which appear in the discretization as the nodes and weights of a Gaussian quadrature method, are obtained by dividing the interval [0, 1] into n/4 subintervals of equal length, and by applying to each one the 4-nodes Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
The computation has been performed with three different choices of the parameters (c, α), namely, (0.5, 0.5), (1 − 10 −6 , 10 −8 ), and (1, 0). The latter is the critical case, and thus the quadratic convergence of Newton's method is not guaranteed. In this case, the algorithms are more prone to numerical problems, since the matrices to be inverted are near-to-singular.
The algorithms have been implemented in Fortran 90 and the tests have been carried out using the Lahey Fortran compiler on a Xeon biprocessor with 2.8 GHz. We have compared the Lu's algorithm presented in [15] with its fast version based on Algorithm 2. In the critical case, we have made also a comparison with the shifted algorithm of Section 6. To compute the step (5.1) of the Lu algorithm we have solved a linear system using the LAPACK la_gesv function.
In Table 8 .1 we compare the timing of Lu's algorithm which has a computational cost of O(n 3 ) ops, with its fast version which costs O(n 2 ). The numerical results highlight the different order of complexity. Observe that in the critical case the shift technique reduces the timings even further.
In Table 8 .2 we compare the relative error of the two methods and the number of steps required. Here the error is computed as X − X 1 / X 1 , where X and X are the solution computed in double and in quadruple precision, respectively. The stopping criterion is based on the computation of
Observe that the cost of computing Res is negligible.
As one can see, in the critical case the accuracy of the solution obtained with the non-shifted algorithms is of the order of O( √ ε), where ε is the machine precision, in strict accordance with [8] . The speed-up obtained is greater than 2 even for small values of n. In the critical case with size n = 512 our algorithm is about 80 times faster than Lu's original algorithm. The problems deriving from the large number of steps and the poor accuracy are completely removed by the shift technique.
9. Generalizations and future work. Our algorithm can be easily extended to the case where M is diagonal plus rank k.
A challenging issue is to prove that Lu's iteration for this problem can be effectively computed with less than O(n 2 ) ops. Actually, the literature provides algorithms for computing the Cauchy matrix-vector product [3] and for approximating the inverse of a Cauchy matrix [18] with O(n log 2 n) ops. If these algorithms can be adapted to deal with singular displacement operators, and if the approximation and the numerical errors introduced do not destroy the quadratic convergence of Newton's method, then the computational cost of our algorithm could be reduced further.
Another interesting issue is the acceleration of existing algorithms like the (shifted) Structure-preserving Doubling Algorithm [10, 12] or the (shifted) Logarithmic and Cyclic reduction [2, 7] , relying on the specific structure of the problem.
